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The 1693 Census of New Sweden

The 1693 Census of the Swedes on the
Delaware
Additions . and Corrections Solicited
In the March issue of SAG, the author intends to publish
additions and corrections to the seven chapters on the 1693 Census of
the Swedes on the Delaware which have appeared in the March and
September issues of SAG, 1989-1991. Already, several readers have
submitted suggested additions or changes. Readers are invited to
submit other suggestions to the author, Peter Stebbins Craig, 3406
Macomb Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20016, no later than 31
December 1991.

After March 1992 the seven chapters will be corrected and
published as a book, including an every-name index.

House of Emigrants Offers
Scholarship Program
Governor Sten Wickbom of Kronoberg liin
in Sweden
recently announced a scholarship program for scholars and students
engaged in migration research at the House of Emigrants
(Utvandrarnas Hus) in Vaxjo.This new research scholarship program
welcomes persons whose migration research partly or completely
deals with Sweden or Swedish conditions. The scholarship grant
represents a value of up to 75,000 Swedish kronor (ca. $11,500.00),
depending on how long the scholar remains in Sweden with the length
of the program varying from one to nine months. The grant is
expected to cover all maintenance costs and travels in Sweden but
does not include the transatlantic airfare.For further information
prospective applicants should write to the Swedish Emigrant Institute,
P.O.Box 201,351 04 Vaxjo, SWEDEN.
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